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The 100cm Circular Visual Perception Mirror has Velcro on the underside to attach to the Visual Perception Playmat and the 

Multi-Purpose Sensory Mat to increase the use of the mirror for small groups. 

Benefits 
Safe for even a new-born baby to be placed upon. 
Baby can enjoy their own reflections and those of other children and adults. 
Rolling balls across is a great way to develop visual tracking and other skills. 
Fits into centre of play mat to enhance movement and group times. 

 

Activity ideas 

Sit baby down on the mirror with a treasure basket or a few sensory items, let baby explore the items as they wish. Place the 

sensory basket on the Circular Visual Perception Mirror and ask toddlers to come and play with them. This is a good activity 

for working with individual children or small groups. Leave items out on the mirror and allow crawling babies and toddlers to 

come and go during their free play activities and engage with the mirror as they wish. 

Sit alongside babies and toddlers and talk about their reflections in the mirror, point out who it is and what they look like. 

Copy their facial expressions and any babbling sounds or words that they say, and name any facial expressions they make, 

such as “You look happy today.” 

The Circular Mirror has Velcro on the underside to fit into the centre of the Visual Perception Playmat, this creates a focused 

area for further group work. 

Older children can look at themselves and copy each other’s facial expressions or make a face for any particular emotion, ask  

“Who can make a sad face?” and point out all the sad faces in the mirror. 

The Visual Perception Mirror is safe to lie your baby down on. To encourage tummy time place a baby on their tummy looking 

into the mirror, they will be fascinated by the baby in the mirror and encouraged to look at it. If baby is not used to being on 

their tummy, place a Squidgy Soft Play Roll under their arms and shoulders to make them more comfortable. Lie down on the 

floor opposite baby, smile, giggle and copy any sounds baby makes, this will encourage them to make more sounds.  

Lie baby on the Visual Perception Balance Ball over the mirror and let baby move forwards and backwards towards their re-

flection. 

To encourage tummy time with a group of babies, lie them all on their tummies facing into the centre of the mirror and roll 

balls across the circle. This will encourage them to reach out and grab and balls and also to watch and track the moving balls 

with their eyes, developing their visual tracking. 

Before about 18 months of age, when the baby sees their reflection in the mirror, they do not recognise it as themselves, they 

simply see another playmate. From 18 months onwards they are gradually developing a sense of self, and to test if they recog-

nise their reflection as themselves, surreptitiously put a spot of face paint on the end of their nose, if they look at their reflec-

tion and smile, they have not quite got it yet. When they rub their own nose to remove the face paint, then you know, that 

they know, it’s a reflection of themselves!  


